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In a recent contribution to this journal@Am. J. Phys.64, 1468–1475~1996!# I wrongly asserted that
retrocausation in the Englert, Scully, and Walther~ESW! experiment~a double-slit interference
experiment with atoms! can occur only until the atom arrives at the screen. In their response,
Englert, Scully, and Walther@preceding paper# point out my fallacy but give an incomplete analysis
of its origin. In this paper I trace this fallacy to a deep-seated preconception about time and reality.
I show that among the two possible realistic interpretations of standard quantum mechanics, the
reality-of-states view and the reality-of-phenomena view, only the latter is viable. It follows that
retrocausation is a necessary feature of any realistic account of the ESW experiment based on
standard quantum mechanics. Finally I eludicate the sense in which the spatial properties of
quantum systems are objective, and show that they are extrinsic rather than intrinsic. ©1999

American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent article1 I analyzed the thought experiment
Englert, Scully, and Walther2,3 ~ESW! from two ‘‘meta-
physical’’ perspectives, the reality-of-states view and
reality-of-phenomena view. In that article I arrived at
wrong conclusion, for which I wish to express my sinc
apologies to the readers of this journal. I compounded
mistake by attributing my views to Englert, Scully, a
Walther. My apologies also to these authors! It ought to
mentioned, however, that I was argued into misrepresen
their views by the anonymous referee of my article. He
not only agreed with my erroneous conclusion but a
thought that ESW would likewise agree with it. For this
referee cannot be blamed, however, for it is only in th
paper4 on my article that ESW’s own views are clea
stated.

In the present paper I review the ESW experiment in l
of the aforesaid interpretations~Sec. II!, paying particula
attention to the source of my fallacy~Sec. III!. I believe that
there is something to be learned from this fallacy, or fr
the fact that it is so readily accepted.~The reaction of the
anonymous referee is a case in point.! Once the source of th
fallacy is removed, nothing stands in the way of a reali
interpretation of the quantum-mechanical treatment of
ESW experiment. This interpretation features an objec
and temporally unrestricted retroactive causality. The ob
tivity of retrocausation, however, entails that the objec
spatial properties of material objects are extrinsic~that is,
they are contingent on what happens or is the case in the
of the world!. This is discussed in Sec. IV. Section V sho
that, in a relativistic context, essentially the same fall
leads to a denial of the objectivity of the temporal mode
being. In Sec. VI I briefly discuss objectivity and retroca
sation in the context of the Einstein, Podolsky, and Ro
~EPR! experiment.

II. REALITY OF STATES VS REALITY OF
PHENOMENA

The ESW experiment is a double-slit experiment in wh
a micromaser cavity is placed in front of each slit. Exci
atoms are sent, one at a time, through the cavities an
330 Am. J. Phys.67 ~4!, April 1999
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slits. The cavities are designed to force each atom to em
microwave photon. They are separated from each other
pair of shutters between which a photosensor is placed~see
Fig. 1!. Each atom leaves a mark where it hits the screen
one simply looks at the distribution of marks created by
large number of atoms, no interference pattern is seen.
quantum mechanics predicts that if the experimenters o
the shutters~this can be done well after the correspondi
atom has reached the screen! and consider separately th
cases in which the sensor responds and the cases in wh
does not respond, they will be able to discern two comp
mentary interference patterns. Alternatively, they can le
the shutters closed and ascertain the cavity that contains
photon. They thus appear to have a choice between e
measuring the phase relation with which the atom h
emerged coherently from both slits or determining the p
ticular slit from which it has emerged. And the possibility
this choice appears to entail some form of retroactive cau
ity.

Does standard quantum mechanics imply the reality
retrocausation? Or is retrocausation a necessary featur
everyrealistic interpretation of its formalism? Is the reality
of-phenomena view the only consistent such interpretati
Or is the reality-of-states view a viable alternative witho
retrocausation? In this section I will show that the answers
these questions are No, Yes, Yes, and No. To begin w
consider a state of the atom–photon system that is pro
tional to

ucx& ^ ~ u1&^cxuc1&1u2&^cxuc2&). ~1!

Such a state is also proportional to

ucx& ^ ~ u1&^cxuc1&1u2&^cxuc2&), ~2!

where uc1& and u1& ~uc2& and u2&! are equiprobable sym
metric~antisymmetric! superpositions of the atom statesuc1&
and uc2& and the photon statesu1& and u2&, respectively.

From a purely operationalist~or instrumentalist, or antire-
alist! point of view,~1! tells us the following story: The atom
was prepared in such a way that it would have been dete
with equal probability in either cavity 1 or cavity 2 had su
able detectors been in place, which was not the case. Ins
the atom was detected atx ~the position of a mark on the
screen!. And presently the odds for detecting a photon
330© 1999 American Association of Physics Teachers
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cavity i are proportional tou^c i ucx&u2 ( i 51,2). End of story.
The ‘‘complementary’’ story told by~2! goes like this: The
atom would also have been detected with equal probabili
either of the statesuc1& and uc2& had a suitable measurin
device been in place, which was not the case. Instead
atom was detected atx, and presently the chances that
sensor will or will not respond~when the shutters ar
opened! are proportional tou^c1ucx&u2 and u^c2ucx&u2, re-
spectively. End of story.

The question of retroactive causality arises when one s
the marks on the screen according to the cavity in which
photon is detected or according to the behavior of the se
when the shutters are opened. The marks made by a
whose photons are found in the first~second! cavity are dis-
tributed exactly like the marks that one sees if the sec
~first! slit is closed. And the marks made by atoms wh
photons are detected by the sensor are distributed ex
like the marks that one sees in a simple double-slit exp
ment without micromaser cavities~that is, without the possi
bility of obtaining which-way information!. It thus appears
as if every atom whose photon is found in the first cavity
been retroactively caused to have passed through the
cavity. For operationalists, however, the statement that
atom has passed through the first cavity is synonymous
the statement that the atom has been observed to
through the first cavity, and this is not the case. Hence
them the question of retroactive causality does not arise

Adopting the reality-of-phenomena point of view, we o
tain a different pair of narratives.~1! tells us that the atom
has passed through the cavity in which the photon is fo
whenever this is found in a particular cavity, and~2! tells us
that the atom has emerged from both cavities with the
responding de Broglie waves in phase~out of phase! when-
ever the shutters are opened and the sensor responds~does
not respond!. A phenomenon, as understood by Bohr, i
story about a quantum system rather than a story abou
experimental arrangement, but nevertheless a story that
not be told without ‘‘an account of the whole experiment,5

and particularly not before the experiment is concluded.
experimental arrangement is needed to define the term

Fig. 1. A plane atom wave split into two coherent collimated beams en
the microwave cavities from the left. Its passage through the cavities fo
the previously excited atom to emit a microwave photon. As long as
electro-optic shutters remain closed, which-way information can be
tained, and no interference is observed. Once the shutters are opene
possibility of obtaining which-way information no longer exists. Atoms
sociated with photons that are subsequently detected by the photos
give rise to the same interference pattern that would be observed witho
cavities. The remaining atoms give rise to the complementary interfer
pattern~not shown!.
331 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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the story,6 but this in no way detracts from the objectivity o
the story. Each of the bra-kets in~1! and ~2! represents part
of a possible story. Which of these possible stories turns
to be the true story depends on both the chosen experim
and its particular outcome. Thus, contrary to what in Ref.
claimed to have shown, on the reality-of-phenomena vi
retroactive causality occurs even if the shutters are open
or the photon is detected in either cavity,after the atom has
reached the screen.

Next, the reality-of-states point of view. Implicit in the
concept of an instantaneous state~the state of a system at
particular time! is the belief that it is causally determined b
the past but not by the future, and that it is causally deter
native of the future but not of the past. And implicit in thi
belief is the seemingly tautological notion of the sole real
of the present: The past is no longer~real!, the future is not
yet ~real!. These notions and beliefs imply that the~not yet
real! future cannot influence the~real! present, and that the
past can influence the present only by persisting through t
~that is, by the persistence right up to the present of som
thing that was real, however it may have changed in
meanwhile!. Causal influences can reach from the past in
the future because they are ‘‘carried’’ by the real prese
which ‘‘moves’’ from past to future. Such, in essence, a
the deep-seated and largely unreflected-upon preconcep
that induce us to take for granted, first, that there is suc
thing as an instantaneous state, and second, that the state
systemSat a timet encapsulates not only the properties th
S possesses att ~in the case of a quantum system its prob
bilistic dispositions! but also the entire past ofS ~relative to
t! insofar as that is causally relevant to the future ofS. ~What,
for instance, is the electromagnetic field if not an encapsu
tion in the present of the still causally relevant past of
system of interacting charges?!

If we just go by the quantum formalism, a measureme
both detects and prepares a unitarily evolving state, a s
that can be calculated for times both after and before the t
of the measurement.7 For the purpose of calculating a tran
sition amplitude~a bra-ket!, we unitarily propagate to the
same timet ~mentally or on paper! both the prepared state
represented by the ket and the detected state represente
the bra.t may be any time between the preparation and
detection, and it may even be a time before the prepara
or after the detection. Thus the prepared and detected s
may be~mentally! propagated toward the future and the pa
respectively, or both states may be propagated toward
future or toward the past.

From the reality-of-states point of view, whatreally hap-
pens is that the prepared state unitarily evolves toward
future until it ‘‘collapses’’ into a freshly prepared state, th
detected state. The story of the ESW experiment, acco
ingly, goes like this: First an excited atom is prepared in
unitarily evolving pure state proportional touc1&1uc2&. Af-
ter the atom has emitted a microwave photon~a unitary de-
velopment in the atom–photon system!, the atom–photon
system is described by a unitarily evolving entangled st
proportional to

u1& ^ uc1&1u2& ^ uc2&5u1& ^ uc1&1u2& ^ uc2&. ~3!

If at this point the photon is detected, say, in the first cavi
the atom will subsequently be in the unitarily evolving sta
uc1&, but it will not have been in this state prior to the de
tection of the photon at the timet. If by this time the atom
has already left the cavities, we are not entitled to conclu
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that the atom has passed through the first cavity. It is
from t onward that the atom behavesas if it had done so. O
the other hand, if the photon is left alone until the atom
the screen atx, nothing that is subsequently done to the p
ton can affect the contemporary atomic state, for the ato
no longer entangled with the photon. Nor, on this view,
anything done subsequently affect the atom’s past. Th
om’s state isucx&, the photon’s state is proportional to

u1&^cxuc1&1u2&^cxuc2&5u1&^cxuc1&1u2&^cxuc2&,

and both states are pure. If at this point the shutters
opened and the sensor responds, we are not entitled to
clude that the atom’s individual state prior to its hitting
screen wasuc1&. That state was an equiprobable mixture
uc1& anduc2& as well as ofuc1& anduc2&. Nevertheless, fo
the runs of the experiment in which the sensor responds
distribution of marks on the screen is the same as that
duced by atoms prepared in the stateuc1&. The observabl
correlations between the positions of marks and the beh
of the sensor are exactlyas if the atom had been retroactive
put into either of the statesuc1& and uc2&.

Adherents to the reality-of-states view thus find the
selves faced with a dilemma. If they stick to the aforem
tioned preconceptions about time and reality, or simply d
the possibility of retrocausation, they must insist that i
only as if the atom had traveled through the first cavity
only as if it had been retroactively furnished with a defin
phase relation. They cannot say that the atomreally was in
the stateuc1& ~or uc2&, or uc1&, or uc2&, as the case ma
be!. And so they find themselves compelled to foresw
realism and embrace operationalism. And if they stick
realism, they will have to drop theas if’s and accept th
reality of retrocausation. But this means that the story as
from the reality-of-states point of view is not a viable re
istic account. Before the story ends, either it turns int
purely operationalistic account or it ends up being told fr
the reality-of-phenomena viewpoint. The upshot is that o
the reality-of-phenomena view yields a viable realistic
count of the ESW experiment, and that retrocausation
necessary feature ofany realistic interpretation of the qua
tum formalism.

III. THE ROOT OF THE FALLACY

What made me think that a measurement on the ph
can have an effect on the atom’s past only if at the tim
the measurement the state of the atom–photon system
has the entangled form~3!? In their comment,4 ESW at-
tribute this erroneous conclusion to my going beyond
‘‘minimalistic @operationalist# interpretation of state vecto
and their reduction.’’ I don’t see the pertinence of this an
sis. It is like saying that the reason for my getting a ticke
that I parked my car. Surely, the pertinent reason is th
parked itin the wrong place. The conclusion that ought to b
drawn from my fallacy is not that the operationalist interp
tation is the only viable one, but that between the two r
istic points of view—reality-of-states versus reality-
phenomena—the latter is the only viable one.

As I now see it, the root of my fallacy was an unreflect
acceptance of the notion that the present is the sole ‘‘mom
of reality.’’ What makes it possible for the detected state
the photon to causally determine the state of the atom is
objective entanglement of the two systems, regardles
whether the entanglement is of simultaneous states, as i~3!,
332 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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or between the present state of the photon and the past
of the atom, as in~1! and ~2!. On the view that the presen
alone is real, however, this causal influence of the detec
photon state has to be exerted either on the simultane
state of the atom or, if the influence is somehow mediat
on a later state of the atom. It cannot be exerted on an ea
state of the atom. Thus, on the one hand, since the influe
is made possible by the entanglement of the two system
can affect the atom only while this is entangled with t
photon@that is, while~3! obtains#. And on the other hand, i
cannot affect an earlier state of the atom. But once the a
has reached the screen, only its earlier state is entangled
the photon—hence my fallacy.

IV. UNTANGLING ENTANGLEMENT: THE
EXTRINSIC NATURE OF OBJECTIVE PROPERTIES

Properties that can be influenced retroactively, howev
cannot beintrinsic. A propertyp of a physical systemS is
intrinsic if neither the truth nor the meaning of the propo
tion p5 ‘ ‘ S is p’ ’ is contingent on what happens or is th
case in ‘‘the rest of the world’’R. If p is intrinsic toS, it is
always well-defined, andp always makes sense and is a
ways either true or false. The truth value ofp can change
from ‘‘true’’ to ‘‘false’’ and vice versa, but it cannot be
indefinite~‘‘neither true nor false’’!. It is possible forp to be
neither true nor false~and thus meaningless! only if p is an
extrinsicproperty that cannot be defined without reference
R. In this case the respective criteria for the truth and
falsity of p must be sought inR, and it may be the case tha
neither criterion is satisfied~that is, neither the truth nor the
falsity of p is warranted by what happens or is the case inR!.

If the position of an atom were an intrinsic propert
the proposition a15 ‘ ‘ the atom went through the first slit’ ’
would be either true or false irrespective of the goings-on
R. The detection of the photon in the first cavity would ind
cate that the atom went through the first slit, but it would n
retroactively cause the atom to have taken the first slit. T
the position of an atom cannot be an intrinsic property
amply demonstrated by the interference patterns that are
served when there exists neither any matter of fact about
slit taken by the atom nor the possibility of creating such
matter of fact. The occurrence~or existence! of an event~or
state of affairs! that implies the atom’s passage through t
first slit is not only sufficient but alsonecessaryfor the at-
om’s passage through the first slit. If there isn’t any matter
fact from which the atom’s passage through a particular
can be inferred,a1 is meaningless, and the attribute ‘‘wen
through the first slit’’ is undefined. To my mind, this is wh
Bohr insisted on the necessity of describing quantum p
nomena in terms of experimental arrangements,8 and why he
stressed that quantum systems should not be thought o
possessing properties independently of experime
arrangements.9 For ‘‘experimental arrangements’’ read: th
totality of matters of fact about the properties of quantu
systems, or the totality of events and states of affairs fr
which the possession at a timet of a propertyp by a quantum
systemS can be inferred.

The possibility of retrocausation hinges on the fact that
event that, for an atom, defines the attribute ‘‘went throu
the first slit,’’ may occur after the atom went through the s
plate and even after the atom has reached the screen.
detection of the associated photon in the first cavity is suc
delayed defining event. It deserves to be emphasized, h
332Ulrich Mohrhoff
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ever, that this event does not cause any change in the p
erties that the atom possessed prior to the detection of
photon. The truth value of a proposition that refers to a giv
moment or period of time cannot be changed, retroactiv
or otherwise. The truth value of a proposition may be said
change~whether from ‘‘true’’ to ‘‘false’’ or from ‘‘neither
true nor false’’ to ‘‘either,’’ or vice versa! only if it refers to
different times~that is, if it is actually a pair of proposition
referring to different times!. Saying that the properties of
systemS change is the same as saying that the propertie
S at an earlier time differ from the properties ofS at a later
time. Here we are concerned only with the properties o
particular atom at the time of its passing through the
plate. A true statement about these properties is a time
truth. If the associated photon is eventually detected in
first cavity, thena1 always has been and always will be tru
The detection of the photon does not cause any change in
properties that the atom possessed at earlier times; it con
utes todefinethese properties.10 It is nevertheless appropriat
to speak of retrocausation since the decision either to as
tain the cavity containing the photon or to open the shut
determines what kind of property-defining event may oc
and thus exerts a determining influence on the properties
the atom possessed before the decision was carried o
even taken.

The following objection may be raised. Suppose we pla
a detector right behind each slit. If the atom is detected
hind the first slit, we are entitled to infer that it went throug
the first slit. What if we now open the shutters? Suppose
photosensor responds. Aren’t we entitled to infer from t
that the atom went through both slits with the correspond
de Broglie waves in phase?—in which case the two inf
ences would contradict each other and the legitimacy
making inferences about the past would be refuted. The
ond inference, however, is legitimate only if there isn’t a
matter of fact about the slit taken by the atom. If we prev
the atom from entering the second cavity, the atom can
but emerge from the first slit, while the sensor cannot but
either of two things: respond or not respond. Yet whate
the sensor does in this case is perfectly irrelevant as far a
atom is concerned. Likewise, if a matter of fact about
cavity traversed by the atom is created, the behavior of
sensor tells us nothing whatever about the atom. Least o
does it ‘‘erase’’ the matter of fact about the cavity travers
by the photon, or undo its creation.11 It is only when there
isn’t any matter of fact about the cavity traversed by t
atom that the behavior of the sensor can yield informat
about the atom’s relative phase.~A relative phase presup
poses two interfering alternatives.!

In their paper,4 ESW maintain that retrodiction of the sl
taken by an atom implies that the attribute ‘‘went through
first slit’’ is an objectiveproperty possessed by the atom
begin with, a property that we merelyrecognizewhen we
find the photon in the first cavity. They then point out th
this notion flies in the face of the fundamental quantu
mechanical indeterminacy. As should be obvious from
above, I fully agree with them that the atom’s transve
position at the time of its passing the slit plate is not
intrinsic property the possession of which is merely revea
when the photon is detected in the first cavity. By no mea
however, does this imply thata1 is not anobjectivelytrue
statement, and ‘‘went through the first slit’’ anobjectively
possessed property, whenever the associated photon i
tected in the first cavity. A property does not have to
333 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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intrinsic in order to be objective. The property of passi
through a particular slit is extrinsic, objective, and retroa
tively determined by the experimenters’ decision to ascer
the slit taken by the atom.

ESW4 state that ‘‘finding the photon in the first resonat
impliesalwaysthat the atom went through the first slit,’’ bu
insist that ‘‘@t#he ‘...went through...’ is not a statement abo
the atom’s past.’’ For them saying ‘‘this atom went throug
the first slit’’ is ‘‘tantamount to saying ‘this atom belongs t
a subensemble whose statistical properties are correctly
counted for byc1(x)’ ’’—the same wave function that ac
counts for the statistical properties that are observed w
the second slit is blocked. In other words, whenever the p
ton is detected in the first cavity, it appearsas if the associ-
ated atom went through the first slit, but the atom did n
really go through the first slit. ESW go on to point out th
physics is always about ‘‘as-if-realities:’’ ‘‘Physics dea
with the phenomena that we perceive and which we
communicate about. An imagined reality beyond our perc
tion ~in which the critics@of ESW’s position# see the atom
‘really’ going through the first slit! is the business of philoso
phers.’’

It is not that easy to disengage physics from philosop
The belief that physics deals only with perceived and co
municable phenomena is a philosophical notion, as is
belief that physics can legitimately aspire to describe rea
as it is. Of these two beliefs the latter appears to me to be
less philosophical~or metaphysical! as it does not presup
pose the problematic notion that we live in two world
one consisting of subjectively perceived but intersubjectiv
coherent phenomena, and another causing us to perc
those phenomena—a mind-constructed ‘‘internal’’12 or
‘‘empirical’’ 13 reality, and a mind-independent ‘‘external
or ‘‘veiled’’ 13 reality. This dichotomy is a philosophers’ in
vention if ever there was one. I don’t see what good it can
to science. Science is driven by the desire to know h
things really are. It owes its immense success in large m
sure to the belief that this can be discovered. This powe
‘‘sustaining myth’’ 14 should not be lightly thrown over-
board.

Moreover, if physics isalwaysabout ‘‘as-if-realities’’ and
neverabout the ‘‘imagined reality beyond our perception,’’
has no need of the latter, and there is no reason why
should downgrade our knowledge of the world~acquired, no
doubt, through perception! to a knowledge about ‘‘as-if-
realities.’’ There are, however, two misconceptions that p
vent acceptance of the true objectivity of extrinsic propert
and the reality of retrocausation, viz., the said notion of
present as the sole ‘‘moment of reality,’’ and the notion th
some properties are more objective than others—the not
in other words, that ‘‘went through’’ means different thing
for different objects, or the notion that there are two kinds
past.

There is no evidence of any sort that anything in the u
verse is exempt from the laws of quantum mechanics.~The
universe as a whole is a different matter, for there exists
‘‘rest of the world’’ from which anything about it can be
inferred.! In other words, physics lends no support to t
notion that ‘‘went through’’ means something different fo
particles and atoms than it means for footballs and cats
seems to me that one of the things that quantum mechani
trying to tell us about the world is that no object ever pas
through a particular opening ‘‘all by itself,’’ without the cre
ation of a fact in the rest of the world from which that ope
333Ulrich Mohrhoff
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ing can be inferred, whether the object is an atom and
opening a slit or the object is a cat and the opening a do

The relevant difference between the behavior of atom
double-slit experiments and the behavior of cats in ‘‘doub
door experiments’’ is this: There exist conditions in whi
the creation of a matter of fact about the slit taken by
atom may be delayed, may never happen, or may be f
stalled by the creation of a matter of fact about the ph
relation with which the atom emerged coherently from b
slits. On the other hand, there are no possible condition
which a living cat can enter a house, and in which the c
ation of a matter of fact about the particular door taken
the cat may be delayed, may never happen, or may be s
larly forestalled. In any conditions in which a cat can beta
herself into a house, myriads of facts are created from wh
the door taken by the cat can be inferred—what with
telltale effects of all the photons emitted or reflected by
cat, or the effects of the motion of the cat on the positions
the motion of air molecules and dust particles. In either c
the meaning of ‘‘went through~a given slit/door!’’ hinges on
the creation of facts from which the particular slit/door tak
can be inferred. If no such facts are created, ‘‘went thro
~a given slit/door!’’ is undefined. In the atom’s case few suc
facts or none are created; hence ‘‘went through~a given
slit!’’ is sometimes meaningless. In the cat’s case inevita
innumerable such facts are created; hence ‘‘went throug~a
given door!’’ is never undefined. It therefore appears as if t
cat’s position at the time of her entering the house was
intrinsic property of the cat, even though in reality it is
extrinsic as is the atom’s position at the time of its pass
the slit plate.

That is to say, there is only one kind of past. The pas
what matters of fact—once created or yet to be create
imply about the past; or else it is the totality of all matters
fact created in the past plus what can be inferred about
past from the totality of all matters of fact, including tho
yet to be created.

V. SPECIAL RELATIVITY AND THE REALITY OF
TIME

To be able to accept the reality of retrocausation, we a
have to reject the notion that the present is the only ‘‘m
ment of reality.’’ As it happens, special relativity too is i
consistent with this notion. Since any two events in space
separation are simultaneous in some reference frames,
must be regarded as coexisting. And if two events are no
spacelike separation, there are nevertheless events tha
each in spacelike separation from both of them. It follo
that all events must be regarded as coexisting. This con
sion has given rise to the misconception that only an at
poral mode of being has objective reality: ‘‘Subjective tim
with its emphasis on the now has no objective meanin
~Einstein15!. In the well-known words of Weyl:

The objective world simplyis; it does nothappen.
Only to the gaze of my consciousness, crawling up-
ward along the life line of my body, does a section of
this world come to life as a fleeting image in space
which continuously changes in time.16

As usual, what the theoretical account fails to accomm
date is swept under the rug of subjectivity. Like the not
that the present alone is real, the notion that the temp
modes of being have no objective reality has its roots in
unreflecting identification of ‘‘being as such’’ with prese
334 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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being. In one instance this leads to the denial of the reality
past and future being, in the other it leads to the denial of
reality of the temporal modes of being. If one visualizes t
‘‘block universe’’ of special relativity, one cannot help visu
alizing its temporal parts simultaneously. If one also thin
of them as existing simultaneously, special relativity b
comes self-contradictory. To get rid of the contradictio
Einstein and Weyl throw the baby out with the bath wat
they get rid of the temporal modes of being themselves.
to save the consistency of the theory, it suffices to draw
distinction between a generic mode of being~‘‘being as
such’’! and the temporal modes of being~past being, presen
being, and future being!. Coexistence in the generic, atem
poral sense of ‘‘existence’’ does not imply simultaneity.

VI. OBJECTIVITY, RETROCAUSATION, AND THE
EPR EXPERIMENT

In the Appendix to their comment4 ESW point out a for-
mal analogy between their thought experiment and~Bohm’s
version17 of! the EPR18 experiment. This formal analogy
however, must not blind one to the semantic differences
tween the two scenarios.

Consider two spin-1/2 particles. Suppose that att1 we
measure the spin of particle 1 with respect to a certain a
and that at a later timet2 we manage to entangle the spin
particle 1 with that of particle 2 in such a way that a sing
state is created. At this point the measurement att1 loses its
predictive power. Fromt2 onward, its outcome can no longe
be regarded as a matter of fact about the spin of particl
The analogous ESW scenario~to the extent that it is analo
gous! goes as follows. Att1 the atom is ‘‘prepared’’ in the
stateuc1& ~possibly by sending atoms through a first pair
microwave cavities and selecting those atoms that made
photosensor between these cavities respond!. At t2 the atom
deposits a photon somewhere inside the two microw
cavities of the original setup~the second pair of cavities o
the modified setup!. And from this point onward, the atom’
‘‘preparation’’ ~the response of the sensor situated betw
the first two cavities! can no longer be regarded as a mat
of fact about the atom’s phase relation.

The key difference between the two scenarios is that
EPR one is insensitive to the direction with respect to wh
the spin of particle 1 is measured att1 , and hence invarian
under both a rotation in physical space and the correspon
coordinate transformation in the Hilbert space of~the spin
of! particle 1, while the ESW scenario becomes nonsens
upon analogous coordinate transformations in the ato
~two-dimensional! Hilbert space. Here is what one of th
transformed scenarios would amount to: Att1 the atom is
‘‘prepared’’ in the stateuc1&. In other words, there is a mat
ter of fact about the cavity that the atom is going to traver
~The atom may be prevented from entering the second c
ity.! At t2 the atom deposits a photon somewhere inside
two cavities; and from this point onward, the atom’s ‘‘prep
ration’’ can no longer be regarded as a matter of fact ab
the cavity traversed by the atom. This is patently absurd.
has been pointed out in Sec. IV, the creation of a matte
fact about the cavity traversed by the atom cannot be und
Consequently, the entangled state~3! cannot be created. I
can only be created if~as yet! there isn’t any matter of fac
about the cavity traversed by the atom.
334Ulrich Mohrhoff
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Let’s proceed with the analogy, assuming as we must
there isn’t yet any such matter of fact. Suppose that at3

(.t2) the spin of particle 1 is measured with respect to thx
axis, and that att4 (.t2) the spin of particle 2 is measure
with respect to they axis.~Nothing is said about the tempora
relation betweent3 and t4 .! And suppose that the results o
these measurements arex11 and y21, in obvious short-
hand. The ESW analogue involves~i! opening the shutters
and ~ii ! a direct determination of the slit taken by the ato
~e.g., by placing a detector right behind each slit!. Suppose
that the sensor responds and the detector behind the firs
clicks. The clicking of the detector warrants the conclus
that the atom went through the first cavity, while the r
sponse of the sensor does not warrant any conclusion
cerning the atom.~For the behavior of the sensor to provid
information about the atom’s phase relation, it must ma
sense to attribute a phase relation to the atom, and this
supposes two interfering alternatives.!

The EPR–Bohm scenario requires further analysis.
t3.tb.ta.t2 . Suppose that at the respective timesta andtb

the y componenty1 and thex componentx1 of the spin of
particle 1 are measured~in this order!, that the measurement
at t3 and t4 yield the specified results~x11 and y21!, and
that no further measurement is performed on particle 1~par-
ticle 2! prior to t3(t4). Under these conditions the measur
ments atta and tb are certain to yield the respective resu
y12 andx11. Why? The obvious answer would seem to b
because the value ofy1 at ta is ~or was! ‘‘ 2’’ and the value
of x1 at tb is ~or was! ‘‘ 1’’. It is well-known, however, that
this answer cannot be construed in the sense thaty12 and
x11 are intrinsic properties of particle 1, possessed at t
respective timesta and tb independently of the goings-o
elsewhere and at other times. Instead these properties
extrinsic as well as objective, that is, they are both defin
and~retroactively! determined by the results of the measu
ments att3 and t4 . This objective retroactive determinatio
is warranted because the following conditions are satisfi
Betweent2 andt4 no observable that does not commute w
y2 has been measured on particle 2; betweent2 and ta no
observable that does not commute withy1 has been mea
sured on particle 1; and betweentb andt3 no observable tha
does not commute withx1 has been measured on particle
The past, recall, is the totality of all matters of fact created
the past plus what can be inferred about the past from
totality of all matters of fact, including those yet to be cr
ated. The word ‘‘totality’’ is emphasized to stress that a
count must also be taken of the possible matters of fact
are never created.19
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